CREATIVE EFFECTIVENESS LIONS
Title:
Client:

Little White Can
Lion Nathan New Zealand LTD

Product: Steinlager Classic

1. What were the objectives for the creative work
Please distinguish between interim objectives (e.g. awareness, image, attitudes, and behaviour)
and sales objectives (e.g. volume, revenue, market share). Be aware that having both will
strengthen your entry

For a country of New Zealand’s size (4.4 million), the Rugby World Cup was quite a big deal. Promising
riches, national unity and international triumph the likes of which New Zealanders had never seen.
Global events don’t roll into town that often, and beer was set to enjoy the natural growth that came with
it.1 Naturally, Lion Nathan (New Zealand’s largest alcoholic beverage company) wanted more than their fair
share of the World Cup dollar.

Perfect timing for New Zealand, but not for Steinlager
Steinlager is New Zealand’s #1 premium beer brand2 made up of three variants; ‘Classic’ is the hero
accounting for over 60% total volume3 and a long-term sponsor of the national rugby team the “All
Blacks”. This challenge lay squarely on Steinlager Classic’s shoulders.

Heineken is a close #2 brand4, however strong performance saw it growing at twice the rate of Steinlager
Classic by the early half of 20115. With value growth of just 3.6%6 Steinlager wasn’t keeping pace with the
growth of beer, the segment, or our biggest rival… and share was slipping7.
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Third Party Economic Study: Appendix “Economic Impact Report: Dr Simon Chadwick et. al.” Sept 13 2011, p.7, para. 2
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Neilson Scan Data – Appendix: “Premium Brand Rankings” – Cell AF6
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Neilson Scan Data – Appendix: “Premium Brand Rankings” – Cell AF9
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Neilson Scan Data – Appendix: “Premium Brand Rankings” – Cell AF7
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Neilson Scan Data – Appendix: “Weekly Sales Premium and Top Brands” – Cell E121
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2010 - 2011 Year on Year Value Growth (January – June period, total retail)8

Share of Premium in Grocery9
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Neilson Scan Data - Appendix “Weekly Sales Premium and Top Brands” – Cell F121
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Neilson Scan Data - Appendix “Value share for retail” – Cells B31:B43
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Neilson Scan Data - Appendix “Weekly sales Premium and Top Brands: - Chart B123
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Neilson Scan Data - Appendix “Value share for retail” – Chart F30
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And the Cup was fast approaching…




Official economic reviews forecasted beer consumption increasing by an additional 7.5 million litres
from the RWC.10
Lion Nathan’s projections equated this to a 5% lift in value for the 3 months around the
tournament.
But Steinlager wasn’t positioned to win when this volume rolled in.

With this global tournament came the global powerhouse of Heineken, and as official sponsor they set the
rules in their favour. Our individual team sponsorship didn’t count for anything. This additional volume was
theirs to lose.

Locked out of the party
A watertight exclusion zone11 banned us from the stadiums and party-zones where fans would flock.
Heineken’s exclusive advertising rights around the stadiums and match-coverage further denied us access.

Despite all this, we weren’t going to let this Dutch imposter lock us out of the nation’s biggest celebration.

Business objective: From a current growth rate of 4%, grow Steinlager Classic sales by 15% during the
total campaign period (Jun – Nov)
– three times the expected growth of beer.

Winning back the hearts of New Zealanders. Up against a performing Heineken, an explosion of new
premium brands12 and an exciting burgeoning craft beer market13 Steinlager Classic was being left behind.
The brand had gone stale. We needed to break through this slumping brand relationship if we were going
to hit our objective.
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Third Party Economic Study - Appendix: “Economic Impact Report: Dr Simon Chadwick” Sept 13 2011, p.7, para. 2
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New Zealand Law - Appendix: “Major event management act 2007”: Sections 16-22
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Neilson Scan Data - Appendix: “Premium Brand Rankings” – Chart AE24
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Neilson Scan Data - Appendix: “Premium Brand Rankings” – Chart AE24
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Marketing objective: This would be measured through an increase in brand adoration14 by 50%
(from 5% to 7.5%) by the end of the tournament.

Uneven playing field or not, this would be Steinlager’s year.

14

Brand affinity is a measure of people’s emotional attachment to a brand. It is measured on a scale from 1 – 10. Brand adoration
represents the highest level of emotional connection (9 – 10) a person can have for a brand.
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2. What was the strategy behind the work?
Be clear about the connection between the objectives, the brief and the final creative work.

If we were going to get more than our share, we would have to win with all beer-drinking rugby fans
18+ in their homes and in the pubs outside the party zone.



The in-home fan was aligned with Classic’s core drinker profile: men aged 35 – 60.
The ‘local pub’ fan picked up the 35+ drinkers but also attracted drinkers 18 - 34.

Knowing where you’re beat…





Distribution – Heineken held the keys to the stadiums and fan zones.
Share of voice – Heineken had more to spend.
Retail promotion – Heineken’s on-pack promotions with tickets to the final was a proven sales
driver.
Direct association with the tournament – IRB rules and national laws forbade us from using World
Cup imagery (past or present) including that of the All Blacks. We couldn’t even use the word
“tournament”.

To take ownership of the event we would have to create an idea that went where Heineken couldn’t – the
hopes of New Zealanders. History gave us skin in the game, but this wasn’t about reminding drinkers of
our lineage; it was about using it to do something incredible.

A relationship under strain
While we loved the All Blacks, we had been in this position before: despite consistently being ranked #1
team in the world, they had left every World Cup since 1987 in dramatic, suspicious and sometimes
embarrassing fashion.
As a team, we faltered when doubt took hold and this was being mirrored in fans’ conversations about their
hopes for 2011.

Bullish optimism had given way to guarded positivity and hopeful uncertainty. “Maybe this wouldn’t be the

year”… “We would just have to wait and see”... “We were our own worst enemies”15

15

Agency Qualitative Research, August 2010
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We were protecting ourselves.
We were more fearful of another loss than excited by a win.
New Zealand had lost belief.

Steinlager’s role: Unconditional
Disbelief in the All Blacks was the national elephant in the room that no brand dared mention. We would
follow, celebrate and analyse the All Blacks as we approached the tournament, but nothing would touch
the real angst we all felt.

The crux of the strategy was to tap into this tension: to boldly acknowledge this
uncomfortable national truth and resolve it.

Being the change
This required a demonstrable piece of belief over and above advertising. We had to instil an assurance
when people held onto a Steinlager. The proposition “The power of self-belief” couldn’t just be stated to
people, we needed people to actually feel it.

The idea needed to talk to the tournament: this was the source of the tension. But how could you do this
with seemingly-watertight restrictions?
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3. What was the creative work?
Detail the creative output in terms of its content, the media channels, and the investment
behind it?

The idea: Revive the belief of 1987 with the iconic “White Can”
1987.
Our only win.
Only Steinlager had been there.
In a white can long discontinued, but fondly remembered.
With all the restrictions on content, the product would become the campaign.
Reviving the can
Original tin cans were escorted from cabinets around Lion to the agency. We worked to stay as true to the
original as a modern can would allow.

Establishing a talisman of belief
Alone, the can would be a commemorative novelty without meaning. We needed to tell the story of belief
so each can carried emotional power.

Go to market: Hitting hard. Hitting early.
To out-manoeuvre Heineken, we launched hard and fast with big emotional media, and then kept the
campaign alive during the restrictive tournament period with owned and earned channels, together with
less-restricted bought spaces. But the real trick: the primary media channel would be our product itself.
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Launch – 60” TV/ Large Format Billboard / PR / Facebook


Thrust Steinlager Classic back into the limelight, imbuing the white can with the belief New Zealand
needed. The launch cut to the heart of our angst, telling the story of an unconditional believer and
his single white can that had survived the ups and downs from 1987 till 2011.

Launch TV - $943,714

8

Launch billboards - $604,135
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Facebook launch – Believing together - $100,000
Confidence is infectious; this rejuvenated belief needed a stage.



Sharing some white cans with friends would be a big part of this but we needed more visibility.
Facebook would be awash with Rugby World Cup chatter. In addition to the usual conversation
calendars, we created a virtual mantelpiece where people could post pictures of their white cans
alongside other believers.
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Following All Black’s Milestones – Press / Facebook


Squad announcements - we used team news to extend our message through sports pages around
the country.

Opportunistic activity - Press / Billboard / Facebook


1987 serendipitously started repeating, so we jumped on these ‘coincidences’ to create a sense of
destiny in the can.
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Bring it home - 15” TV / Press
Winning mattered. The story wouldn’t be complete without resolving it the morning after the big game.



For better: Use the open can as a simple image of our success with our hero finally enjoying the
taste of stale beer made sweet with victory.
For worse: Unconditional meant just that - if we lost, Steinlager would stand strong. Our can
would keep. Thankfully this work never went to air.

High reach media resolved the story quickly.
15” TV

12

Press
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4. What effect did it have in the world?
Explain what happened after the work appeared. Again, be aware of the difference between
interim and sales effects.

The idea had a direct and significant impact on Steinlager’s fortunes.

1. THE IDEA BECAME A LIGHTNING ROD FOR THE NATIONAL TENSION

2. DRINKERS FLOCKED TO THE WHITE CAN

3. VALUE POURED INTO STEINLAGER

4. THE CAMPAIGN REVERSED STEINLAGER’S FLAGGING SHARE IN THE BUSINESS-CRITICAL PREMIUM
SEGMENT

5. THE CAMPAIGN REPAID LION OVER AND OVER AGAIN
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1. THE IDEA BECAME A LIGHTNING ROD FOR THE NATIONAL TENSION
The beer battle became a national conversation.
In PR:
 24 pieces of press coverage published (including the nations largest newspaper) covering the
campaign’s borderline legality, guerrilla spirit and how Lion had achieved the seemingly-impossible
against Heineken.16
 The white can was even the centrepiece of the editorial cartoon in the Herald the day after the win.
New Zealand Herald: 4/08/2011

16

PR Agency Post analysis - Appendix “Mango PR Report”

15

Yahoo.com: 04/08/2011
Otago Daily times: 05/08/2011

16

Voxy: 30/08/2011

New Zealand Herald Editorial Cartoon: 24/10/12

Totalling up PR success: our story touched an estimated potential audience of 4,923,785.17

17

PR Agency Post analysis - Appendix “Mango PR Report” Page 2
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In Culture:
Mr Vintage is New Zealand’s unofficial cultural barometer. This leading t-shirt retailer adopts successful
memes and pop-cultural icons for their shirts. When our white can appeared on people’s chests we knew
we’d hit the cultural nerve.

In Social Media: Achieved 21,579 fans18 making Steinlager New Zealand’s second most liked NZ beer
brand.19 Social interactions created an additional 793,052 brand exposures with friends of fans.20
With the All Blacks: But most satisfyingly, despite being banned from the stadium, it was our white cans
that the All Blacks cracked open to fill the Webb Ellis trophy after they claimed the title of World
Champions.

18

Facebook Analytics Data - Appendix “Facebook Insights Data Export – Steinlager – 2013-04-23” Chart J11

19

Third party Facebook analysis - Appendix “Social Bakers Fan Report” Page 2

20

Facebook Analytics Data - Appendix “Social Reach Steinlager” Cell H167
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All told the campaign was far-reaching and undeniably Steinlager’s.
Campaign performance with total population 18 yrs+21

Drive Norm

Not just above norm, 17% is the third-highest alcohol campaign drive22 measure on record.

21

Research Agency Report - Appendix “Fiftyfive-5 Benchmark Data” – Benchmark Chart Tab

22

Research Agency Report - Appendix “Fiftyfive-5 Benchmark Data” – TV Benchmarks Tab Cell J5
N.B: Campaign drive is a proprietary research measure used to represent ‘effective influence’ on brand consumption.
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Campaign Performance with total population 18 yrs+23

Rather than proof, this is soft support for the behaviour change outlined below.

23

Research Agency Report - Appendix “Comms Benchmark Database – MASTER ONGOING” Chart D70
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Fresh engagement created a surge in brand love.

Marketing objective: Build brand adoration by 50% (from 5% to 7.5%) by the end of the
tournament.

Better than this, the campaign almost doubled the number of Steinlager Classic adorers to 9%24.

Was this just a result of the tournament? Not when you consider that the highest single month of adoration
on record was 10% in July (the month following campaign launch) - well before the Cup began.

Brand impact with total population 18 years +25

24

Research Agency Report - Appendix “Fiftyfive5 report.pdf” Point 3

25

Research Agency Report - Appendix “Fiftyfive5 report.pdf” Point 3
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5. How do you discount the other factors that could have caused some or all of this effect?
You may use econometrics if you wish but it is not a necessity.

Price and Promotion
Price wasn’t a factor with both Steinlager and Heineken maintaining their price position (seen below).
Average price per converted dozen (in $ per 12x330ml)26

26

Neilson scan data - Appendix “Price per Converted Dozen – 4 weekly sales” Chart B40
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Seasonality
Looking exclusively at value during campaign-only period (June – Aug) year on year, we can see that the
2011 winter outperformed the historic winter trend before the tournament began.
Year on Year Total Winter Value for Steinlager Classic (Total Retail in dollars)27

9.5% additional
retail value from
winter pre RWC

Distribution
Steinlager already had 100% retail distribution, but additional taps (draught) were added to pubs and bars
during 2011. Since we can’t eliminate distribution’s impact on tap volumes, we will be excluding all tap
volume from the campaign’s impact.

Product Change
This was the same beer, flavour and strength as always.

27

Neilson scan data - Appendix “Winter Trend Projections” Chart Y51
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Economic Factors
Two factors are worth considering here:



An increase in the number of people in New Zealand from international visitors
An increase in beer drinking occasions driven by more social occasions around games

While these factors account for the growth in total beer and premium volume, they can’t account for the
higher performance of Steinlager against the category and segment.

Media Spend
In terms of reported spend, Heineken and Steinlager both spent around $2.7m June – November 2011.
However this doesn’t take into account the considerable media presence from Heineken’s sponsorship deal
and local level activation.
Since this spend was unreported we rely on Media Agency estimates of Heineken’s total spend at around
$4,276,00028 which well surpasses Steinlager’s $2,692,000.
Heineken vs Steinlager Share of Spend Jun – Nov 201129

28

This is a conservative estimate since it doesn’t include any estimation to the cost of the sponsorship property, looking only at
leverage and signage value.
29

Media Agency Spend Report - Appendix “Steinlager spend by media June-Nov 2011” – Chart K31
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6. What was the commercial gain for your Client as result of running the creative work?
Entries will benefit from their ability to isolate a return on investment, not just a picture of sales
growth or changes in brand measures.

2. DRINKERS FLOCKED TO THE WHITE CAN
By the end of the campaign Lion had sold 4.4 million white cans30 (one for every person in New
Zealand), selling out three times in just 4 months.
But did the white can simply cannibalise peoples’ usual Steinlager purchases? No - white can purchasing
was incremental to Steinlager’s usual volume.

Incremental Volume by Week (MAT in Litres)31

Campaign
Launch

RWC
Starts

RWC
Ends

Was this just a case of people trading their additional purchases of Steinlager (for the additional drinking
occasion) for the white can? We can show this wasn’t the case in two ways:

30

Neilson scan data - Appendix “White Can Volume in Liters and Can Units” Cell AE9

31

Neilson scan data - Appendix “Weekly MAT Volume” Chart BA10
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Indicatively: research conducted by fiftyfive5 reported that of those who purchased white cans, 55%
reported these were additional to their planned beer purchase.32

Analytically: we can look at three distinct time periods:
1. The pre-campaign period: Jan 2011- May 2011 – This was our baseline (New Zealand’s
summer and autumn months).
2. The campaign-only period: June 2011 – August 2011 – This was post-campaign launch but
prior to the tournament. Without any additional drinking occasions, incremental volume here is
directly attributable to the campaign. This period is New Zealand’s winter months when beer
consumption is lowest.
3. The campaign + tournament period: Sept 2011 – Oct 2011 – When both campaign and
tournament were live.
Looking at value we see the immediate impact the campaign made prior to kick-off.
Incremental Value in grocery by month (in millions of $)33
RWC
Starts

RWC
Ends

Campaign
Launch

32

Research Agency Report - Appendix “Fiftyfive5 report.pdf” Point 4

33

Neilson scan data - Appendix “Monthly Sale MAT Volume and Value” Value by Channel TAB – Chart F27
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3. VALUE POURED INTO STEINLAGER
Real business value was created across every outlet.
Looking at total retail (grocery and traditional liquor outlets) we see that the campaign created
demonstrable value from the targeted in-home occasion.
Incremental value in total retail (in $ millions)34
Campaign
Launch

RWC RWC
Starts Ends

At a total retail level we see the campaign has the same two immediate effects:35
 A $1.91 million lift in Steinlager Classic (in usual formats), in June alone
 The $1.49 million lift in value from the white can itself, in June alone
Again we see the influence of the tournament’s start with:36
 A further $1.4 million lift in Steinlager Classic (in usual formats), in September alone
 A further $938k lift in the value the white can was adding, in September alone

34

Neilson scan data - Appendix “Monthly Sale MAT Volume and Value” Value by Channel TAB – Chart F62

35

Neilson scan data - Appendix “Monthly Sale MAT Volume and Value” Value by Channel TAB – Cells AF26 AF27

36

Neilson scan data - Appendix “Monthly Sale MAT Volume and Value” Value by Channel TAB – Cells AI26 AI27
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On premise also enjoyed early uplifts
While retail was our primary battleground, we can also see that on-premise sales of Steinlager responded
to the campaign despite being locked out of the party zones. This excludes tap volumes.

Monthly incremental value in Pubs/Bars/Clubs (3 Month Roll in $)37
Campaign
Launch

37

Lion Volume Data - Appendix “On Premise 3 Month Rolling Value” Chart B15
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RWC
Starts

RWC
Ends

Resounding brand growth
Business Objective: From a current growth rate of 4%, grow Steinlager Classic sales by 15% (year
on year) during the total campaign period (Jun – Nov) - triple the growth rate of total beer.

This was surpassed, with total sales growth for the campaign period reaching 19%, hitting the target
before the start of the tournament.38
Year on Year Growth (in percentage)39

Target Growth

Despite Steinlager Classic under-performing prior to the campaign, the final result far surpassed the market
growth in both total beer and premium.
Heineken was always going to enjoy growth as they were the only beer available in many places during the
tournament, but Steinlager stole a way in.
Furthermore when looking at the cost of this growth Heineken spent $302,858 per share point gain,
while Steinlager Classic spent only $170,349.40

38

Neilson scan data - Appendix “Weekly Sales Premium and Top Brands” Cell I91

39

Neilson scan data - Appendix “Weekly Sales Premium and Top Brands” Chart I96
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4. THE IDEA REVERSED STEINLAGER’S FLAGGING SHARE OF PREMIUM
With the power of Heineken’s sponsorship, there was every likelihood Steinlager would lose #1 position.
This campaign reversed Steinlager’s total brand share performance.
Share of premium in grocery41

Campaign
Launch

RWC RWC
Starts Ends

This amounts to a 2% share gain in grocery.42

40

Neilson scan data - Appendix “Weekly Sales Premium and Top Brands” Cells N90 & N91

41

Neilson scan data - Appendix “Value share for retail” Chart L38 (Note: Share data only available for retail channels)

42

Neilson scan data - Appendix “Value share for retail” Cell B51
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Share of premium in traditional liquor stores43
Campaign
Launch

RWC RWC
Starts Ends

This amounts to a 2.5% share gain in traditional liquor stores.44

43

Neilson scan data - Appendix “Value share for retail” Chart Y30

44

Neilson scan data - Appendix “Value share for retail” Cell T51
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ISOLATING THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE IDEA TO BUSINESS45
The following is a conservative estimate of return on investment for the following reasons:
1. It lays no claim to the visible increases in volume from the start of the RWC in September. Rather it
assumes that the campaign gains made June – August continued on during the tournament at their
current levels (even though this success would likely be further amplified).
2. It lays no claim to any increases in tap volume from bars and clubs.
3. It lays no claim to the long-term value of the campaign outside of the period (be it sales or brand).
It focuses entirely on the incremental revenue it created during the campaign period June –
November.
ROI Logic
By creating a baseline from April - May 2011 value we can calculate the lift created by the campaign June –
August. From this we can calculate an average monthly lift during the campaign only period. Since this is
prior to the additional drinking occasions of the tournament we can treat this as a conservative measure on
the campaign’s monthly revenue contribution.
Extrapolating this out over six months (June – November) we can calculate total revenue benefit to Lion
from usual formats, and then add the total incremental revenue from the white can.
Example model (average total monthly value) of incremental revenue allocation46

45

Neilson scan data and Lion sales data - Appendix “ROI data and workings”, ROI Calculation B31

46

Neilson scan data and Lion sales data - Appendix “ROI data and workings”, Chart AN8
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Revenue vs. Profit
This ROI is based on revenue, not profit. We can’t reveal profit or contribution margins, but the client has
confirmed that because the marginal cost of product was minimal the campaign more than paid for itself.

Sales data gives us the following:
Total additional revenue from grocery:47

 Gains in usual formats: $2,064,961
 Gains from white can: $1,659,107
Total additional revenue from traditional liquor stores:48

 Gains from usual formats: $4,145,598
 Gains from white can: $3,488,182
Total additional revenue from bars/pubs (EXLUDING TAP):49

 Gains from usual formats: $600,439
 Gains from white can: $106,907
All up, the incremental revenue from the campaigns totalled: $12,065,194
Divided by total campaign costs: $3,884,585

Achieved an immediate return on investment of: $3.11 for every dollar spent.
Or in the words of Rory Glass, Managing Director of Lion:

“Our Steinlager white can campaign this year was one of the most successful Steinlager campaigns in
Lion’s history. Not only did it have a big impact on the Steinlager brand, it also made a material difference
to the Lion business.”
Not bad for a little white can.

47

Neilson scan data - Appendix “ROI data and workings”, Cells C41 & C46

48

Neilson scan data - Appendix “ROI data and workings”, Cells E41 & E46

49

Lion sales data - Appendix “ROI data and workings”, Cells D41 & D46
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7. What do you think this case adds to our understanding of how creativity can be effective?

The changing world demands new creativity. But some things never change. This campaign is a case in point; a
reminder that great brands are built on timeless truths, constantly retold in fresh ways.
It is easy to let the tail start wagging the dog, letting types of campaigns dictate the idea and brand story. But ideas
are bigger than that. Participation isn’t an end in itself but rather just a new way to let people into the bigger story of
your brand.
More than ever we need to create ideas that beg a reaction. Give people a reason to emotionally invest in the
experience and the conversation the brand is having with them. Creating something of value for the consumer will in
turn create value for brands.
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Entry Composition
Please list the different media used throughout and after your campaign (up to 1 March 2013) with an indication of
the period. All parts of the campaign may be considered during judging.
Type of Media
Date of 1st Implementation
Budget/ Media Spend

e.g. TV campaign - 3 spots
e.g. 8-10 November 2012
e.g. $ 100,000 USD

Type of Media

Date of Implementation

Budget / Media Spend

Percentage of overall
budget

Type of Media

Date of Implementation

Budget / Media Spend

Percentage of overall
budget

Television - 2 Spots

3rd July 2011

$943,714

40.96549%

Print

5th June 2011

$593,811

25.77662%

Online/Digital

14th August 2011

$100,000

4.34008%

Radio

17th July 2011

$22,020

0.95586%

In Flight

5th June 2011

$40,000

1.73635%

Out of Home

3rd July 2011

$604,135

26.22477%

White can in-store

16th June 2011

N/A

N/A
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